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SHARE THE FUN, SHARE THE ALOHA, SHARE A COKE,  
HAWAIIAN-STYLE AT McDONALD’S® RESTAURANTS OF HAWAII 

 
 
HONOLULU – How do you “Share a Coke,” Hawaii? It’s time to share the fun, local style! 

Beginning on August 4, customers at McDonald’s® Restaurants of Hawaii will notice something 

different on their fountain drink cups. It’s McDonald’s local twist on the ever-popular  

“Share a Coke” campaign, which features words, phrases and names on Coke bottles. 
 

Happening only at McDonald’s Restaurants in Hawaii and for a limited time only, “Share a 

Coke” Hawaiian-style, will feature 24 local words and phrases, such as “aloha,” “auntie” and 

“howzit” printed on limited-edition medium and large fountain drink cups.  
 

“We’re giving our customers one more reason to share the lovin’,” said Melanie Okazaki, 

McDonald’s Restaurants of Hawaii regional marketing manager. “Our collection of 24 words and 

phrases is unique to the state, and it will be fun to see who can discover all of them. Whether 

you Share a Coke with your Auntie or Ku‘uipo, it’s one more way to celebrate summer in 

Hawaii.”  
 

Customers will enjoy discovering a new local word or phrase each time they visit McDonald’s 

Restaurants of Hawaii. Best yet, all 24 words and phrases are picture-perfect ready. 

McDonald’s encourages everyone to SNAP and SHARE their favorite “Share a Coke” word or 

phrase on Twitter, Instagram or Facebook by tagging @McDonaldsHawaii and using 

#ShareACokeMcDHI. Posts that have both the tag and hashtag will be entered into a drawing to 

win a pair of EKOCYCLE Beats Headphones from Coca-Cola. 
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“Share a Coke gave our Coca-Cola brand a new way of connecting with people,” said 

Joyce Sahara Nagashima, Coca-Cola Refreshments plant manager. “We created special 

moments for our customers, so it was only fitting to partner with McDonald’s Restaurants of 

Hawaii to share the Aloha spirit and create special moments, Hawaiian-style. We hope 

everyone will enjoy life’s shareable moments.” 
 

The second year of “Share a Coke” brings four times as many names, twice as many packaging 

options and countless new opportunities to create moments of happiness. The “Share a Coke” 

program was first introduced in Australia the summer of 2011-12. Since then, the Company has 

helped people “Share a Coke” – and a little happiness – in more than 70 countries around the 

world, including New Zealand, Argentina, Brazil, South Africa, Great Britain, Turkey, Germany, 

Spain and Chile. 
 

McDonald’s will distribute over 4 million Hawaiian-style “Share a Coke” cups during the 

eight-week promotion. 

 

About McDonald’s Restaurants of Hawaii 
McDonald’s Restaurants of Hawaii has 86 restaurants and more than 5,200 employees in 
Hawaii, Guam and Saipan. In Hawaii alone, the company has 76 restaurants and more than 
4,600 employees. McDonald’s total economic impact on the state yearly, directly and indirectly, 
is about $370 million in spending and nearly 12,000 jobs in the community. McDonald’s prides 
itself on offering career opportunities to employees, with most managers staying with the 
company for more than 18 years. Follow McDonald’s Restaurants of Hawaii on Twitter at 
@McDonaldsHawaii. 
 
About McDonald's 

McDonald’s USA, LLC, serves a variety of menu options made with quality ingredients to more than 
27 million customers every day. Nearly 90 percent of McDonald’s 14,000 U.S. restaurants are 
independently owned and operated by businessmen and women. Customers can now log online for 
free at approximately 11,500 participating Wi-Fi enabled McDonald’s U.S. restaurants. For more 
information, visit www.mcdonalds.com, or follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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About The Coca-Cola Company 
The Coca-Cola Company (NYSE: KO) is the world's largest beverage company, refreshing 
consumers with more than 500 sparkling and still brands.  Led by Coca-Cola, one of the world's 
most valuable and recognizable brands, our Company's portfolio features 20 billion-dollar 
brands including, Diet Coke, Fanta, Sprite, Coca-Cola Zero, vitaminwater, POWERADE, Minute 
Maid, Simply, Georgia, Dasani, FUZE TEA and Del Valle.  Globally, we are the No. 1 provider of 
sparkling beverages, ready-to-drink coffees, and juices and juice drinks.  Through the world's 
largest beverage distribution system, consumers in more than 200 countries enjoy our 
beverages at a rate of 1.9 billion servings a day.  With an enduring commitment to building 
sustainable communities, our Company is focused on initiatives that reduce our environmental 
footprint, support active, healthy living, create a safe, inclusive work environment for our 
associates, and enhance the economic development of the communities where we operate.  
Together with our bottling partners, we rank among the world's top 10 private employers with 
more than 700,000 system associates.  For more information, visit Coca-Cola Journey at 
www.coca-colacompany.com, follow us on Twitter at twitter.com/CocaColaCo, visit our blog, 
Coca-Cola Unbottled, at www.coca-colablog.com or find us on LinkedIn at 
www.linkedin.com/company/the-coca-cola-company. 
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